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When 13 young Chinese men, a Dutchman, and a Russian met in the French concession of Shanghai on a hot July day in 1921, they could not have imagined that the organization they were launching, the ...

The Present in the Past: 100 Years of the Chinese Communist Party
The national team are pushing back against racist vitriol as never before. The rest of us must back them up, says sociologist Ben Carrington ...

Once England had Tebbit’s cricket test – now it’s the penalty kick test
A network of hardline, pro-military groups known as Pyusawhti is doing its best to spread terror among the population as it fights a dirty war against the democratic forces resisting the coup.

‘A threat to the revolution’: Pyusawhti returns to post-coup Myanmar
New Zealand PM says ‘vaccine nationalism’ behind fast-spreading virus variants; WHO proposes second phase of studies into Covid origins ...

Covid live news: Ardern blames spread of variants on ‘vaccine nationalism’; WHO calls for new Wuhan lab audit
The media Democrats showering Texas Democrats with praise for ditching their state on selfie-fueled beer-soaked journey to avoid passing election integrity bills. (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) JOY REID, HOST, ...

'The Five' on Mayorkas' warning to Cubans against migrating to US, Dems fleeing Texas
Moneyball was the book that changed the way coaches and recruiters think about sport, but it remains one of the most misused and little-understood concepts in the AFL world.

Moneyball was the book that changed the AFL, but no term is more misunderstood
From standard vitals checks to early cancer detection in women, modern medical devices are becoming small and affordable enough to reach remote villages. With cloud connectivity and the internet, they ...

Health tech in a backpack
The justice of the peace said Marshall would go free if he could pass one little test. The justice ... for the most part nobody dared), he would answer that he’d spent his life fighting for ...

What Thurgood Marshall Taught Me
Biometric Update recently interviewed Lord Christopher Holmes of Richmond MBE about the state of digital identity in the UK.

Lord Holmes discusses state of digital identity in the UK
Even those who have expressed appreciation for his statements — and they include many notable Muslim personalities — have voiced valid criticism: “Why was Bhagwat silent when so many cases of mob ...

Opinion: Bhagwat’s glasnost in RSS-Muslim ties is welcome, but can he rein in Modi and Adityanath?
The daily average of new confirmed cases of COVID-19 on Long Island has jumped by more than 75% in the last week, fueled by the highly contagious delta variant and large numbers of people who are stil ...

Daily average of COVID-19 cases on LI rises by 77% in a week
As the ruling elite of China celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist party of China on July 1, they have much to boast about the country’s rise as a major world power. The ...

When US used Nehru to ‘warn’ China of nuclear attack over Korean war
Monday, like tuna in Subway tuna sandwiches, something was missing. It was, in these parts, a gorgeous day. And it was July 5, a national holiday. Yet there was just one MLB afternoon game ...

Rob Manfred robbing MLB’s fans with clueless rule
The question that those who are genuinely interested in the condition of the working class must answer is whether the ... better still, a revolution. For now, it seems not. Unless, and until ...

The ‘Zuma Riots’ and the Decadence of Capitalism
Perceived C.P.E.C. naysayers were highlighted as “joke of the day,” while average Pakistanis with questions about power plants, construction timelines and special economic zones received specific and ...

The Man Behind China’s Aggressive New Voice
The fund itself might not survive the test of time ... That answer, however, was highly correlated with age, as 79% of millennials responded that way, but only 14% of “mature” investors ...

The Next Generation of Fund Investing
The initiative was proposed after Apple blocked third-party cookies on Safari and phased out mobile identifiers by introducing an “opt-out” option for ad tracking on iOS 14. Over the last ... raises ...
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